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Word Problems :: Simple Addition - sums to 100
Sharon studied math for forty five minutes before lunch, and
then studied for thirty minutes after lunch. How long did
Sharon spend studying math?

+

Kevin practiced throwing a baseball for forty minutes on
Saturday, and for forty minutes on Sunday. How much time
did Kevin spend practicing?

+

Lisa practiced karate for half an hour on Monday, and for
forty five minutes on Tuesday. How long did she spend
practicing karate in all?

+

Tyrone spent fifty minutes on his science homework and
fifteen minutes on math. How long did it take Tyrone to do
all of his homework?

+

Amanda helped her dad do chores around the house. She
spent twenty five minutes folding laundry and thirty one
minutes washing dishes. How much time did she spend
helping her dad?
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45
30
75
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Sharon studied math for forty five minutes before lunch, and
then studied for thirty minutes after lunch. How long did
Sharon spend studying math?

Kevin practiced throwing a baseball for forty minutes on
Saturday, and for forty minutes on Sunday. How much time
did Kevin spend practicing?

Lisa practiced karate for half an hour on Monday, and for forty
five minutes on Tuesday. How long did she spend practicing
karate in all?

Tyrone spent fifty minutes on his science homework and
fifteen minutes on math. How long did it take Tyrone to do all
of his homework?

Amanda helped her dad do chores around the house. She
spent twenty five minutes folding laundry and thirty one
minutes washing dishes. How much time did she spend
helping her dad?
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45
30
75

+

40
40
80
Answer:

30
45
75

+

Answer:

50
15
65

+

Answer:

+
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25
31
56

